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InstaLertR - Why it's needed! 
 
 
Let me ask you a question. Would you be interested in spending $1,549 for  
a device that could potentially reduce insurance rates for everyone in your 
community, assure ISO compliance, and help you save on radio maintenance 
cost?   We can do all these things plus providing another really good reason for 
considering the purchase of an InstalertR as you will see below. 
 
It's called, LITIGATION AVOIDANCE -   Here's the problem. One of the more 
commonly overlooked ISO standards is that a method shall be available to 
quickly alert and deploy firefighters. Normally, this is assumed to be via radio to 
station house receivers for paid departments or by personal alerting receivers for 
volunteer fire departments (or paid departments also utilizing volunteers). So far, 
so good, but there is ANOTHER requirement, and that is that the dispatch center 
must have some means of assurance that the message has been delivered! 
There is not one dispatch center or fire department in a hundred that has this 
capability! So why is that important?  
 
If firefighters and/or rescue personnel (if provided by the fire department) do not 
get the call and do not show up in a timely manner, and there is major property 
damage and/or injury or loss of human life as a result of non compliance with the 
aforementioned, obscure ISO requirement, YOU will soon be meeting a new kid 
or two with the suffix Esq. behind their name. They can sue you and they can win 
UNLESS you can prove the call was sent out.  Even if you win the case, you can 
expect defense legal fees for even simple cases to be in the $25,000 range. 
 
From an operational viewpoint, InstaLertR provides a rapid and reliable means 
of instantly alerting dispatch personnel when a repeater is off the air.  This is the 
foundation for a program to enhance DDE (Detection, Deployment, and 
Engagement) capability.  The small cost of an InstaLertR provides potential 
insurance savings, reduced litigation exposure, ISO compliance, and reduced 
radio equipment maintenance cost as you will learn shortly. For now, let us tell 
you more about DDE and how it works for you on the following page. 
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InstaLertR - A part of the DDE Program 
 
It is not uncommon for a repeater station to be off the air for several days before 
the problem is reported.  A daily test by 911 is an effective tool in determining the 
operational status of off site repeater stations, but that still allows up to 24 hours 
to pass before a failure is detected.  An InstaLertR lets you know the moment 
the call is being dispatched if everything is OK.  This is only the beginning of 
addressing the problem. We call this the DETECTION stage. 
 
Without Detection, there can be no Deployment, and with no deployment of first 
responders, there can be no Engagement between first responders and those in 
need of aid.  Getting Deployment capability required quickly is often easier said 
than done, and almost always expensive! 
 

On average, the typical remote-site repeater failure is reported within three days 
and corrected within two weeks.  Cost will normally range between $500 and 
$1,000 dollars.  Often the cost is much higher and the delay much longer. 
 

In general, the cause of the problem will be lightning, AC power and/or backup 
battery failure.  Surge protectors and coaxial cable lightning protectors can often 
be the problem.  These can easily be diagnosed by non-technical personnel and 
corrected on site without the need to call a technician IF the 911 center is 
equipped with backup equipment and minimal training.  That is why we offer a 
backup repeater package consisting of a repeater with power supply, AC surge 
protector, and coaxial cable protector that can be installed by non-technical 
personnel. 
 

The cost is quite reasonable - just $1,549 for a replacement Analog, DMR, or 
NXDN digital repeater.  P25 digital is, as you might expect, more expensive. With 
the appropriate package, the same backup repeater can be used on up to 32 
different frequencies within the same frequency band (VHF or UHF). This low 
price also includes training instructions for 911 personnel and a toll free customer 
support line.  The system can pay for itself in no time!  We also have another tool 
to assure rapid message delivery.  It's called the VoiceTXTR. You can learn 
more about it at http://info4u.us/VoiceTXTR.pdf.  
 

Best of all, you can be assured of the most efficient DEPLOYMENT capability 
possible and that is what your job is all about! 
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InstaLertR - Operational Setup 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

   
 

Here's how to set up your InstaLertR 
 

1) Connect the control channel antenna (upper right) to the top connector of the 
back of the InstaLert   terminal. 
 

2) Connect the magnet base assembly (lower right for the repeater channel to 
the bottom connector on the back of the InstaLert   terminal and attach the 
antenna rod to the magnet mount base. Place the antenna as near as possible to 
an outside window and as far away from the control station antenna as possible. 
 

3) Plug the AC power module (upper left) power input receptacle on the back of 
the InstaLert terminal, then plug the AC power module cord into a 110 VAC 
outlet. 
 

4) The InstaLert will power up automatically.  There is no power on/off switch. 
This eliminates any possibility of the terminal being turned off accidentally. When 
power is applied, the terminal will go through a test cycle which will cause the 
panel lights  to illuminate from right to left (Green-Green-Red) and then return to 
the ready state when no lights will be on. 
 

Your InstaLert system is now ready to use.  User instructions are on the 
following page. 
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The InstaLertR
consists of four 
basic components. 
The terminal as 
shown at the left, a 
AC power module, 
(top left) a control 
channel antenna, 
shown at the upper 
right, and a 
repeater channel 
antenna shown 
below the control 
channel antenna. 
 



 
 
 
 
InstaLertR - Operating Instructions 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The function of the InstaLertR terminal is to first detect activity on the control 
channel being initiated at the dispatch center.  The InstaLertR  can sense 
multiple repeater control as long as the RF (radio) frequency is common to all 
repeaters.  Generally, different CTCSS or DCS tones are used for channel 
selection at the dispatch center.  
 
If control channel activity is detected by the InstaLertR, the green light on the 
left is illuminated.  The terminal then looks for the presence of activity from the 
selected repeater.  If a signal is detected, within a few seconds from the time 
control channel activity was initiated, a green light on the right will indicate that 
the control link and the repeater are both working properly. 
 
If repeater channel activity is NOT detected after initiation of the dispatch call 
being sent, the red light in the center is illuminated and an audible alert alarm is 
sounded to indicate a possible need for service at the repeater site. 
 
The sounder can be silenced by a single push of the red button.  Pushing the 
button twice will reset the terminal.  You can then do another test to verify 
repeater malfunction by repeating the dispatch process.  If the same alarm 
condition occurs, it is time to go to the repeater site! 
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InstaLertR - Terms of Sale 
 
Terms of payment are net on receipt payable by cash, check, or Net 10 days if 
credit has been established prior to sale. Product may be returned for full credit 
within 30 days for full credit if returned in original condition.  Missing accessories 
or cost of damage repair will be deducted from the refund if applicable. 
 

A 30 day evaluation program is available based on user providing credit card 
information from MasterCard or Visa.  A request for payment authorization will be 
placed with the credit card company to guarantee payment if invoice is submitted 
within 30 days.  User may return equipment within 30 days from time of receipt 
(See terms above).  The charge will be canceled if return in accord with our 
standard return police.  If equipment is not returned, the credit account will be 
automatically charged 30 days after receipt of equipment. 

 
InstaLertR - Warranty and Service 
 
If your InstaLertR fails for any reason, it should be returned to: 
 

Falcon Wireless 
Attn: Repair 

36 - 20th Avenue NW 
Birmingham, AL 35215 

 

You can return by FedEx, UPS, USPS,  or the shipper of your choice.  We 
recommend that you insure the package for the full value of the unit ($1,549).  
Repair or replacement, as required, will be made at no charge to correct any 
problem caused by product failure attributed to normal operating conditions.   
Damage caused by abuse, neglect, or acts or God are not covered. 
 

During the warranty period, return charges will be prepaid by Falcon Wireless. 
 

Repairs made after expiration of the one year warranty will be billed at a rate of 
$125 plus parts.  Return freight prepaid. 
 

Changes in frequencies will be made at the standard flat rate charge.   
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Other Products that may be interest....... 
 

 
 

      AlarmAlert 
               Premise Notification Accelerator 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
BlueBox 

BlueBox can help you extend the reception range of pagers, the talk-
back range of portables, the ability to cross link VHF to UHF or 800 
MHz systems, to link repeaters, and even low cost alternatives to 
expensive wireless headset systems.  More information is available at 
                          http://info4u.us/BlueBox-Family.pdf. 

AlarmAlert is a key element in the DETECTION stage of emergency 
reporting.       These  devices  are  used  in  courthouses,  churches, 
municipal offices, industrial plants, schools, even whole communities.  
More information available at http://info4u.us/AlarmAlert-Family.pdf.  


